END: the DJ is known for his hard hitting club DJ sets in the hard EBM, Rhythmic
Noise, Hardstyle, Aggrotech & Industrial Dance genres. Breaking down boundaries in the
Electronic music fields on dance floors while promoting the best independent artists
is what motivates End to tour each year since 2006.
It was in 2005 that the name END: the DJ took shape, in the midU.S. at Industrial and dark music. Immediately after other clubs
and event producers showed interest. End has opened for such
artists as Panzer AG, Assemblage 23, FGFC820, Slick Idiot,
Angels On Acid, Man + Machines & many more. END is also a part
of Komor Kommando with Sebastian Komor and Northborne with
Christian Lund, both of Icon of Coil fame.
END: the DJ hit the scene with his 2008 mix tape effort The Chrome Elemental. His
debut was enough to get him ranked as the #1 Industrial DJ on The DJ List. He followed
this up with his sophomore effort, Endtrovert on the Shinto Records label in 2010,
which featured exclusive remixes and tracks by UBERBYTE, Angels On Acid, Stahlnebel &
Black Selket and others.
This release prompted album tours in the U.S., Mexico,
Australia and New Zealand.
Signing with Nilaihah in 2010, the much anticipated Fire
on the Shores [EP] will be released in December 2010. It features collaborations with
Assemblage 23, System Syn, UBERBYTE and Miss FD plus remixes by Northborne, Angels on
Acid, Shiv-r and more!
This 'Fires On The Shore' release was
produced
by
END:
the
DJ
with
the
contributions
of
many
artists
and
producers' contributions to benefit the
Gulf Waterkeepers.
Waterkeepers are the
voice for the Gulf Coast's waters.
They
were the first line of defense against the
BP oil disaster. Their incredible knowledge of the marshes,
wetlands, beaches and inner-coastal waters have made them
invaluable first responders. Their commitment makes them
critical and effective community leaders. Their wealth of
scientific, legal and political expertise provides answers
to the questions we have about our environment. Their
dedication to a full recovery of the Gulf is unmatched. By
purchasing this release, you help provide everything the
Waterkeepers need to help save the Gulf, from protective
gear and clean-up supplies, to emergency office space and
food for disaster-response volunteers.
More information about them and further donations can be made at http://www.saveourgulf.org.
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